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INTRODUCTION'

a

Thetevaluative tests are designed 'as-models for conducting

formatiye evaluati6n on the eight population episodes., There arc

hly two questions corresponding to each day's lesson, arranged

according to episodes. , The questions deal ,not only with intel--

leetual skills in ,inquiry and analytical thoughti b-ut where

Iappropriate they.als6 seek clarification of values and attitudes

. of students. The instruments may be administered as pre-and--poq-

I tests to - ascertain the effectiveness of th%material:.)Naturilliy,
i.

. 4-teacher; should.feel fi.,ee,to delielop the;r own instruments of
.

I - evaluation along these lines, using the stions as prototypes./
, , .

,

I It is imps tart to:keep,in mind tha. ,..lese instruments are

.
.

I

designed fbr formative evaluation (feedback), and not'fo'r sum-
k '

0
c

Mative evaluation.4.e. assignment of grades). The instruments.:
. . . .

I

seek to establish the teacher's ae-we:1 as the'prograth'S performance--p

. .

. ,

the extent to which the ,goal and Objectives of each day, are ac:-
. .

,

complished. Since itprovides continuous feedback whiele the learn-

ing process. is Still' progrss, formative evaluation 'enables the

teacher to become aware of difricillties and areas which' seed fur -

ther clarification, in-time to work out the snags with the students.

Kopefully, these eualudtive-teste will aid the teacher to enhance

the conditions for learning.
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. UNIT II -Sett ling People in the American Colonies

DAVI.

.1. What factoi-s affected the settleient,patterns of Indians?
- .

2. yes there conflict between the white man and the ndian?' If so,
,why? 4N4

/:-
.

t- &

DAY 2

r

;

1, List some desirable-factors in choosing a place to settle.
.

2. What yould happen if you did not conserve the-resources in your set-
tlement? What would youdo if, the resources, you needed for your *ay of
life were ao longer available in yoUt aittlement?

)

DAY'3

ti

C
1

Were the characteristits ofthe 'early American colonists different from
the characteristics of'thepeople'in England at.the t ,e? Why or why
not? . .. ,

1
P

[Answer: Only certain kinds of people migrated from E ngland 1J,America;
such as.the young,- strong and healthy men; the wealthy and indentured
servants. Also, once they got heee their social patterns beciime'
.different. For example, they began to get married at a buchearlier
age since they :Jere able to without the ecohomic restrictions p.lsent
in England. They also made laws. thich.ade education more prevalent
among the people.]

2. What dothe laws of a country tell you about the people living there?

[Answer: The laws reflect 'what is held to be importnat and of value..
to the people -(if the society.is democratic), The laws also tell
iou whit kind of behaviOy is accepted as good and desirable by the
people and what is condemned as bctng bad.]

.. DAY 4

. . * .
1

The followirig is a map of a modern city and its surrounding area; On
this map mark where "you ,think the following items-should be and give-reasons .

for placing them there. ,

1.' The school
2 The city hall
3. The post office
4. The fishing indUstry.
5. The paper-industry
6 The shopping area
7.,.Your home. -

(nest pegs,
s

the map)

1.

4





UNIT III - Peo lin the American Colonies

DAY 1

1. a) What is the main' difference between an English far; area and ait
American farm area during the colonial period?,

.

b) How would this affect the population growth in each'area?
z .

. / ..
.

[Answer: (a) the English farms were much more.densely populated;
land was scarce and the homes wcre close together. But In the
.-

American farms land was abundant and each plioneer could build'
.. ,

American
0 his home on lu_sileable pieciof land.]

[Answer (b);, The scsrcity.of land andthU densely popelata nature
of English farms would tend to inhibiepOpillaiien growth while'the
abundance of land in colonial America would promdte population.growh].

2.' ,Why might a colonial farmer want -inaiy children from a practical
point of view? o

..-
t.

. .

* [Answer: Each family was rather iaolatea,in their own piece of land
and laborers were nbt abundant; so the farmer could use the help

-of Ms children to work on the 'farm.]
,

DAY Zi
>

1".. In what ways does the availability of natural resources,affect popu-
lation increase in an area?

2. What particular natural resources available in.America had an effect
on the population increase in the early,colorlal period?

. .
.

[Answer: The rich fertile land and a climate which was good for,nrowing -. .
. .crops.] k (.. i'.

DAY 3

1. In country, "A" most w6slan tot married when they ware aboqt 14 years
- .. old. In country "B" woman did not usually marry until they were

aboist '26 years old. Which country do you think would tend to have
larger familie? Why? ..

. . \
2. a) What factors in a society would tend to encourage people to marry

at,an early age?
. . *...... .

b) What factors in a society would discourage people from marrying at
an early age? ;

/

6
I.
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3. Do you think the U. S. should have laws today that encourage people to
get married (such as requiring Inmarrled people to Pay a larger percent-

.

: age of their income fore income faxee than married people)? Why or.
why not? i )

[This is an attitudinal question which should be evaluated on the
quality o,the reasons given as.,the basis for the attitude].

. ,*1.

DAY 4

1. In country "A" most women marry when they are about 26. Incountry
"B" the average age fot marriage is 16. Which'oountry is most likely:
to have 4 generationi,living at the'same time? Why?

/. WhicheCountry in the* ative question is likely to have a high rate
of population increas

A

.10
e



UNIT IV - Census Taking

DAY 1

1. a) Name two kinds of major decisions in the 1700's that were based on
population data about the colonists. Why was population data
necessary for each of these decisiomp?,

XIIW How would each decision be affected if a nuaber of colonists were..

not counted?

c) How would decisions, based on incorrect data, affect. people's
daily life?

2,' Name two ways in wbichsome-colonists may not have been counted in
the early censuses taken by the local ufficials.

DAY 2

f
1. Why, does-the Constitution require that a census'of the population be
. taken? 4,

4
1 . ,

9

°

2. Suppose the members of the House of Representatives ,w9e. divided
equally among all thestaps without considering their population size.
Give two reasons why this would put the large states at.a'disadVantage.4

RAY 3 -..., ,
.

,

I
, .

../ . .

1. What kind of questions must be decided Upon when developing the first T'

census in a country?
.

4 .

2. In,the 1790 census there was no uniform census schedule; each marshal
. usually provided his own pen and paper for each district. '1,411)T might

it be better ,to have a uniform census schedule for the whole country ?'
, 4,

- ,

.
1

.

3. In ,the 1790 census each person was counted according to wheregheishe
.. was' on Atigust,l, 1790. Give a reason, why You might want to count D'
each person bythe usual dprtriet they live in, instead. Why would
the latter information be important?

o
. .;

[Answer: People may have been 'halting a state different from where
tHey usually live on August 1st. It is important to count people .

where they usually live because many decisions (such as how many;
eachach State should have in the House of Representatives) are

. ' based on the nunberkof people living in a certain area..]

1

1*
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1. Tite 1790 census was'maibiy used to find out th% nomberlof people in
'each tae and in the 17: S. as a whole. 'The 1970'cebsus is used
not'only forthiirbut also for many other things:

, .

'1

Listtwo things the 1970 census is used for that are different fiom
""the uses of tfie.1790 census.
What new questions wereasked on the 1970 census toget informatiofi tDr
the two new .uses you listed?

I .

1:12,x1 is it necessary that the content and procedures of-the
.
census

change as a coubirybecomes more developed?
.

.

.[Answer': The problems-that must ba.dealt with charge as the country
changes and thereforeMore sopfitsticated cesuseg sre needed to help

,

cope with more oomplicfted issues.]:

0

i
a

L
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ONIDV - Changing the West Throu
.

DAY 1
- . -

ation

.1. What are some factors yhich you.think may affect the male-femal4 ratio
,,4'1: of your ,town? .

2. How do these factors compare with the factors which affected the
male-female ratio of the country in1850? (are they the same or are
they different?).

DAY 2
---7"r ,

. .
.

1. Petple who liie in Detroit, Michigan depend largely on work in the auto-
mobile industry tog:troy/de money to Suyfood, clothing, etc. If less.

111cars were manufacturedthis year,. how would this affect the people
of Detroit? .

e

2. Is thert, any similarity between Detroit's dependency on the automobile
industry and the dependence of the plains Indianon the buffalo?
Explaid. 1, . 4

.

3. Why did the white men feel it necessary to, destroy the buffalo herds
which were the Indians' main rescnirce? Explain.

v

DAY 3

1. How-did :the Sioux adapt0to the` changes bronght%about'hy the white man's
lifestyleZ

1

2% What are, some of the ways in which Indians today are adapting to the
society around them? 7

DAY 4 . .

1. Have ere been any changes in the roles played by black Americans in
the.1860's and today? Why or why not?

'e.

2. Are there any black towns like Nicodemus, Ifoley and Longston in existence
today? Why or why not? $

.

4

et
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UNIT VI - Industries, Cities and%Peoplt

DAY 1
.

-I 1. A certain village coAsists of 3,002 in habitants who make a living by,
4

farming., -Since they are:poor, each family's portion of land is

small; families llvesrather close tai each other. This village- has !

none of the modern facilities and industries to be found in cities.

a) According to the Q. S. Census Bureau's definitions of Urban and
rural areas, is this village an urban or q rural drela

b) In your own opinion, should this village be'called an urban
area or a rural area? Why?

(Answer/(a): Since'the area has more than 2,500 inhabitants, ac-
cording to the U. S. Census Bureau, it is an urban area.]

(Meer (b): However, the village doe not exemplify what, is
generally considered tbe urban - people live by farming and there'_

- are no industries. It has adre charadteristics of a rural community,
than an urban one

c) ROW would you tell the difference between an urban atea aad a
rural,area? (i.e., what' would be your definition of an urban '
area and k rural area?).

DAY 2. \
fl ,\

1. State a hypresis abobst.how `the propOztion of people living in urban
and rural a eai would; change as a country03ecomes, industrialized. -,

[Answer: A possihle hypothesis would be - "If a cagptry is becoming
industrialized, the proportion of people living in urban areas
tends to increase and the proportion in the rural areas tends to
decrease, dh people go to findjobs in the urban areas with indus-
tries").

2. Give evidence to suppirt your hypothesis regarding the urban and
rural population in the U. S. from 1790 - 1970. (It is not necess&.ry
to quote exact numbers for urban and rural- populations; ierely state
the general trends and chsnges that occurrcd-during this time.)

p

114
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DAY 3

4

1. Why did towns like Billings, Montana,c.ariae?

2. How did the growth of such towns affect the center of pbpulation
in the U. S.?

0
[Answer: Towns such as Billings along the westward- bound ral1r3ad
encouraged people to'move toward the west. This, mass migration
caused the- center of 00p4AelOri to'mcwe from east to west.).

DAY 4

1.- What was the min natural resource needed- for the rise of thekauto.
indditry?

Did the rise of the auto industry, help the growth\of urban atecis?
Explain.

.

1*

[Answer: Response should "inclpde the fact that, al the ,jobs
on the assembly line attracted many people ,from rural areas to tke.utba;.
areas;.and, (b) other'industries 'developed as a result of thaufo
industry, and these'in turn helped thl:groWih of-urban areas].

; ,

kAt r

t 1. What are some natural and'Ian-made features of a. community Which,wo.,111-
.encourage Its growth?

i ir

2. What are some nat. 1 and'alen-made features'of a coMmunity,which
would stunt its growth?

....

\,_____

trf

1

r I)
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UNIT VII e Changing PopulatiorAThh Immigration

DAY 1

Evamine.the following statements. Some of them are examples of immigra-

tion,
.

some are .axamples of emigration and som ay not be examples Of

Cicrileither. Write an "I" beside the statements h are examples of Im-

migration, Write an "E" beside the statements which are examples of

Emigration. Write an "N" beside the statements that are no examples

of immigratior or emigration.

1. .In 1955, 34,975 people left Italy.

2. Many people died in .Africa during a famine.

3. Around 1840 many people left Ireland due to the famine.

4. In 1770 the population of New York was 210,000.

5. "There came tog this-land on those canoes the man, the fowl,
the turtle, the banana plant.... Hundreds and hundreds were
the people, the ii lingo who ceme to this land on that canoe
cf Hotu Matua the King" - (from: Legends of the South Seas,
by Albers, Anion'i;-p,--283). .

DAI: 2

In the 1880's increased food production in America, Australia'and other

"new" areas combined with improvements in transportation, flooded

European markets with cheap grain and meat. Local (European) farmers

could not compete. In northern Europe farmers tended to become indus-
.

trial workers, but in unindustrialized countries like Greece, Italy and

Russia, large numbers of peasants, no longer able to exist on the land,

-decided to seek new opportunities in America. (The American Heritage

Pictorial Atlas, p. 268).

13
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1. According to this statement what changes occurred after the 1880's
the prompted certain Europeans to 1,1ave their home countries?

2. Which countries in Europe were'most affected by these changes as
far as employment was concerned? Why were these countries hit harder
than others?

3. Which class of people in these European countrieF, were most affected?
Why?

4. What did the.se people decide to do in order to solve. their problem
of unemployment?

1 5. From his statement, and the articles you read before in clad's about
Russia, Poland and Ireland, what are the basic reasons for people
wanting to leave their country? What, were the basic things which ,it-
tracted them to America?

DAY 3

The graph tells you hollc many immigrants came to the U. S. from foreign

countries between the years 1821 to 1921, The height of each verticle

bar tells you how many immigrantJ came to the U. S. from-that country

during the particular year written.ben .th the bar. Use. the information

in the graph to answer the followintque-tions.
0

1. Between 1821 and 1880, from which ries did most of the .ommigrants
come to the U. S.? 4

2. Between 1880 and 1921 from which countries did most of the imigrahte
come to the U. S.?

3. From the ia.f o mation in the graph and what you learned in class (for
Day 3) do-yo think the following observation is true of false?
"Before 1880 Northern Europe provided a large portion of the new sot -'
tlers. After that, however, the flow of immigrants to the U. S. came
mainl from Eastern and, Southern Europe."

Give evidence in support oryour answers.

4

In the 1920's a major wave of immigration from Mexico to the United States

began. Poor, under- educated, dark - complexioned, Catholic Mexicans came

*4,
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1VII,

to the southrat, attracted by the demand for cheap labor in the fields and-

,

orchards. For many years these Mexican immlgrantt led poverty-stricken

lives in squalid slums, receiving no attention from the rest of America.

. The Mexicans, while being as eager as any other people-to earnta,

'decent living, had not looked for much help from non-Mexicans, or shown

any-eagtrness to adopt American life-styles.as part of trying to over-

come

*'

poverty. They did not want to reject their own culture, of which

, 4

they were very proud, in order to,become Americanized. For the Mexica:n
1,

imm4rant life was a continuous struggle. Sometim...ts the Mexican strug-

gled with life ba singing in the face of hardships; sometimes'he Sought

strength for the stroggl.: in wine, in marijuana, or in intense. religious

actions. Native Americana obserVing this behavior of the Mexican-,

Amarican3, but failing to understand them, labeled the MeXAcan immigraptP

as being a "lazy people.who did useful work ".

(Adapted from The American Heritage History of the American People..s

by Weisberger, Bernard American Heritage Mashing Company, Inc.,

New York, pp. 349-352.)

1. Do you think the Mexican immigrants adjusted well to the new (American)
culture and were acceptedby the native Americans? Explain why otr
410, not.

.
.,

.

2. According to the abOve article, what may have been some of the reasons
why Mexicans were or 'were not well accepted by the native Aspericans2

[Answer: The Mexicans ware obviously not Well accepted into American .
culture, Some of the reasons, for this are:
--The Mexicans came from a very different socio-cultural-background.

--Thay were par and not as-educated as molt Americans.
--They looked different - they were dark complexioned.
--Their ways of struggling with hardships (i.e., by singing, drinkidg

wise, etc.) were very different from the ways Americana felt '..

one should behave, and were often misundlerstood by native Americans.

1
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Apparently Americanswete not willing to accept different people with
different ways of life].

4

DAYS

1.' LOOk at theable which gives the percentages of immigrants to the
U. S. from different parts of the world. It shows a change in the

. main sources 9f immigrants to the U. S. during the '60*s.

a) Do you t13ink the abolition of the national origins quota system
in 1965 may have been the cause of this change? Why?

b) The potential immigrants from which areas seem to have been
restricted'mosthy the quota system before 1965?

c) How might this change in the immigration law (i.e., abolishing
the nationil-origins quota system) affect the composition of the
American population in the future?

.7'

Percent of Total Immigrants to the U. S.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN-AND
YEAR WESTERN EUROPE EASTERN EUROPE A:AA

1953

1964

1966

1967

Citation:
. .

40.2

27,4 '

17.7

17.2

14.5

114.1

20.6

' 23.8

' 4.6

7.1

12.3

17.6

Effects of Immigration Act of 1965 on Selected Population Characteristics,
of Immigrants to the U. S. by Charles B. Keely, in Demography,
Vol. 8, No 2, p.

18
*-

14
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UNIT VIII - Population

DAY 1

1. How many different ways are there by which the pdpulation may
decrease?. (consider an increase or decrease in each of the &Ivo-
nentsT - births, deaths, immigration and'emigration). What are these
different ways?

Are.any or all-of these different means of declOesing the population
(answer to question 1) subject Amo human control in any way? Which
ones sre, and how?

3. A small torn had 2,500 people in it,on March-1st. With* the next
month 100 people died,"160_ were born, 15 left town. A new industry
was begun in that town and 225 people who were needed in the industry
moved into town. These were thedonly immigrants during this month.
a) what was the population on Apr1 1st in this town?
b), if Erie town's-people felt that their population was groAng too.

fast which of'these population components (births,'deaths,
immigration and emigration) do you.think they should change and
how? (increase or decrease?). Wete another way in which the
population could be decreased. EXplain why you think.the first
method'is better than the second for decreasing.the populition"
of this town. (here is not necessarily one right answer -% the
merit-of your answer depend on the reasons you give in explain-

.ing go,

[Answe ): The student should indicate one .of the following ways
to decrease the population: Decrease the number of births, decrease
the number of immigrants; increase thernumber of emigrants;,or,
increase the number of deaths.

Then he should indioate a different method, and explain why he thinks
the first is better than the second method. Ex. - The student

-might say the number of births should be decreased in preference to ,;

the alternative of decreasing the number of tmmigrants. An acceptable
nationale would be that thud immigrants are needed for thelcon-
tinuance of the new industry which would hbpefully bring prosperity
to the town. Therefore, its preferable to decrease births rather
than immigrants.

40
A

DAY 2

1. Country A had the following statistics for population growth:
Population in 1971 -- 6,300,000
Population' in_1972 6,500,000

The statistics far population Country B ware:

'Populatiori in 1971 -- .104,660,000
Population in 1972 -- 106,000,000

1'
t9

.1
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4

Which.o'theee Sountries hid a more rapid rate of increase during
that one -year period/ Show your calculations and give the rate of
increase for each. Which country hass larger increase in popul'astion?

4

.2. Someone tells you that country "x" has a population of 2.5 million and
country "y" has a pOpulation of 11.3 iillioh and asks.you which country'
in your opiniOn has & greater problem with population growth. How
would you answer? Is there any other inforiation you wquld want
to know before you gave an answer? If so, Alta kind of Information
and why? : _'_--------:- o

[Answer: The size of a population-1h itself does not tell you that
' 'there is a population probleil. You would have to know the rate of

population increkse-iE each country before answiring such a question.]
f ..

DAY 3

The Hollowing is part of an interview conducted in a village of a country.

Question; "How law children do you- think an' ideal family should have?"

The majority were represented by the following reponse:

"More children are better if.people have the means and facilities to
bring them.up, If poor, then few children will be better. But what

) can- wedo? We have as many as we are destined to have. In any case,
it is better to have more boys than girls. Girls-are economic and
emotional.liabilittes: If we do nothave adequate money we would

ti prefer boys. Boys'thean wealth, prestige and security in old age and
carrying on the family name. 'The more boys,%the bkiter:"
ito

Question: "Would you emplormeansof birth control in order to limit
. the size of your. family?"

o.
-0

A few answered: Ir

"We consider ira misfortqne to have too many children. It makes
things difficult for a family. Provided one is not destroying
life, she is quite justified in preventing - 'regnancy."

The majority contributed to the following view:

"If axdead soul wishes to be born into your family, it would, be a
tenrible sin to prevent its birth. We will pay-for such acts in our
next 'life. Children that are to be born to*you must be allowed to
be .born. That is,how%life goes oz%. We cannot or'ahould not prevent
this."

0'
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[Adapted from an article by'Bryca Ryan : "Institutional Factors in
Sinhalese Fertilite. Milbank,-Memorial Fund Quarterly._ V. 30,
(1952), pp. 367 - 372).

VIII, can't:

I

e,

1, a) Do all the people in this village seem-to h%ve the same attitude
, toward family sigb and birth control?

b) Woulkthe majority of
Cliiljfen) or large (5

c).

.

.If some lid limit the
,they give for it/

the families tend to have a small (2-3
or more children) family size?

41, 0

size of the familywhat reasonlkght

[Answer: They wouleprobably say they Could not afford to take care
off, more children).

d) :Look at the response to the firstoupstion. If you were a poor
person in this community and these were your attitudes and be-
liefs;.would yod.haVe a conflict in deciding Uhether 6 limit
your family size or. not? If so, whichattitude/belief would
be for and which against limiting your family size?

2. 'In country "A" many people used to die due 0 epidebics of cholera.
However, in the years 1936-1939 a vaccine against was intro-
duced and the deaths dui to'Cholera were reduced drastically in this
short period of time. About the-same time health care and nutrition
was greatly improved. On the demographic transition graph given for
this country are marked bars, x, y b z, which indicate the birth
linedeath ra.as during different periods of time.

.a) Which of these bard indicate the birth and death sates for the
.1936 -1939 period?'

b)' Look at the demographtt transition wave fOr. country "A". Is it
more likely to be a developed country or,a developing country?
Why?

c) Was the.tapid population increase in country td" during 1936-
1939 due to a rise in birth rates or a fallin death
rates, of a combination of both?

. d)' In generyl do people tend to adopt methods decreasing birth
rates quicker than. they would adopt methods of dIcreasing
dpat,rates? (If means were available for,both). Give'one
.reason for your answer.

.. DAY 4

L'oek at the cartoon "Merging Traffic"

1. What is the key idea Conveyed in this cartoon?

4-7

a'
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VIII, con't.----

4 4
.
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, 41

. [Answer:, Shouldsbe along the lineethat the food supply of the world
will not be sufficient to% feed thel ever-increasing population,
especially of those. continents with large population increases -
India, Africa and China].

, ... ...

I.

.

2.'. 7 e cartoon implies that the world food supply is equaily.available
to everyone irrespective of which country they live in. Do you
think that his4e truic the world today? Why or why not?

i

[Answer: Not all countries haveequal power 4 obtain the food. ,

available; some countries havg more nateral resources than ether
1 'a and some countries can afford' to get more food than others (i.e.,

they have greater buying power).]. .

3. If you had tor draw a similar cartoon showing countries which 'are 4"
now foremost in the competition to use mineral resources such as coal
and oil, wouldthe countries be mainly developed. industrial countries,
(like the United States) or developing countries with large populations
and hlth birth ratei (such as India)? V .

.

,.
t 4 .44Answer: It is mainly the developed industrial countries likeSe

r't. S. tha consume most of the world's mineral resources. (The U. S.
. which has only 6% 'of the world's population colsumes about 50% of
the mineral resourc90.)]. ,

.DAY 5

1. Look at the 1967 age-sex pyramid for France.

a) Which age group has the smallest percefitige of people?

;
, b) Very few babies were born during war years when 'compared with°

-, other years. If this was the,rIpson why the age group in part I"

(r) "a" have fewer people, around which year do you think the war
Cook place?
(Hint: This. groupof people smallesein number were born during
the war. -How many years before 1967 Mere they born? Around what
year will this?) .

,. i
2. Based only on the inforaation.you can get from 1967 age-sex pyramid

for France, give youeopinion on the following: a
if

If there were joist enough places in tie universities in 1967 for people
. aged 20-25, do you think. they will, ne to make the uulversities
larger for those who All be 20-25 ye old in the following 5
peters ?, Give a reason for your answer.

.
:

3. Suppose you were born into' a family where you were 14 years old and you.
had 3 younger brothers and 3 younger sisters, and the rest of the
'people in your house weLSyour parents and your 65-year-old grand-

' father. Afhich\meibers in your house would be counted as -part of the-A.

:40.0 22,
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VIII core t.

Pdependenf 'population for the *woo/ pyramid that year? If most families
in your state were like yours wo d you say this state' has a loW proportion -
of

:
of dependent people compared to oductive,people, or a high proportion?..- -

4

.2.
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COUNTRY A
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Annual Vital Rates (per'1000 population)
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